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Introduction
“The only Truth
of your being is
that you are
energy, energy
that I have
called Love.
The true power
of you lies in
your realization
of the Christ of
you that has
never been lost.
Furthermore,
you have never
sinned.”
Jeshua

This in another high-powered chapter beginning with Jeshua admitting that
he has been leading us to a greater understanding of “Who and What you
are”, gradually giving us concepts to expand our minds and realities. The goal
is for us to allow our “hearts to know and feel the peace and the joy of the
Christ.”
Then comes the clincher “Each time you choose to acknowledge the Christ
power of you, you change the vibratory rate of the collective consciousness
and you allow it to ascend.” That is how powerful our choices for the higher
consciousness are and why it is so very important for us to awaken to our
responsibility “to Love, to Serve and to Remember.
Again he mentions that “everyone you meet you have invited to be in your
consciousness” and he recommends that we “seek out the ones who are of
like mind”. It is not because we can’t be with ones who are not, but that we
can relax with supportive friends and we can grow in the experience of our
Christhood. He also gives us reasons why there is no need for fear, so that it
no longer has power over us. A unique reason that we created fear was “in
order to adventure, to have the rush of adrenaline. There is nothing outside
of you and there is nothing that you need defend yourself against.”
The power principles of “The Awakening Christ”:
 Claim the Christ power that we embody, and uplift the vibratory rate
of the collective consciousness of this reality.
 Recognize the Christ of everyone that you meet, smile and welcome
them.
 “That which is not of Light is showing itself and inviting the Light to
shine upon it.” Shine the light of Love on all situations.
 “Seek out ones who are of like mind” so that in challenging times we
can remind each other “This, too, shall evolve into the realization of
the whole Christ.”
 “Fear is not a Truth and is all within the consciousness”, so we do not
have to live defending ourselves against it. Once we realize that no
one or no situation can “let us down” we are free.
 Remember that we do not have to identify with our creations to the
point that we have forget that we created them in the first place.
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“Your consciousness knows that you are okay and will always be
okay.”
The purpose of life is to Love, to serve and remember.

Discussion Questions


What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your mind? Your
imagination?

 “The cosmos, the constellations, all of what your scientists are now bringing
to your awareness, is there only because of you.” This fact of a
“participatory universe” is now being closely looked at by physicists and
other scientists. The debate is about how consciousness plays a part in
what is observed, even out into the multiverses. One example is that
whenever scientists think that they have discovered the “edge of the
universe” more appears. This also happens with the search for the smallest
of particles of life. Human consciousness and where we put our attention,
seems to create. There is an interesting series on Gaia TV called Missing
Links with the scientist Gregg Braden and he explores this topic of the
power of consciousness. I recommend watching this series, especially
seasons 2 & 3. “Scientific Evidence of the Divine Matrix” is interesting. Also
there is a new series Quantum Revolution with Nassim Haramein that is
also fascinating in relation of Jeshua’s revelations. You can get a free trail
for Gaia TV at https://www.gaia.com/invite/join?rfd=QXlYLH It is
well worth getting the subscription for the duration of this Book Study.



Affirmation for
the Week:
“I Am That Which I
Am, that which I
have always been. I
Am the Christ, and I
celebrate the Christ
of me and the Christ
of everyone I meet.”

Jeshua says “I suggest that you collect unto yourself, as many as is possible,
ones of like mind who support your belief system and the molding and
shaping and changing of that belief system as they mold and shift and
change their belief systems.” This statement suggest that being with likemind brothers and sisters does not mean being locked into our beliefs, but
be willing to change, question and expand as we gain wisdom and
understanding. Discuss with your like-minded partner what does
awakening Christ Consciousness feel or look like in your lives? How would
you be or act differently if you truly could say, believe and embody: “I AM
the Christ, and I celebrate the Christ of me and – because there is no
separation – the Christ of everyone I meet.” Perhaps you do this already
and just need to claim it?! Affirm the Christ in each other sometime during
your discussion. I so appreciate each of you being in the book study!

Jeshua

Assignments


What do you think about Jeshua’s explanations about Fear (pages 82-86)
and its power over us and how we can be free once we let go of it? What
influence has it had in your life and imagine what it would be like to live
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without it? Then practice for one day dismissing your fears as “not real”
and notice how you feel. Is there any resistance to letting go of the fears?
Notice what you are worrying about or projecting into your future?
Replace fears with a deep breaths until you are in a place of peace. Then
use an affirmation of safety and freedom to replace the fear.


Jeshua assures us that “you will never be without. Always you will be
taken care of, because you have ordained that you will be taken care of.”
Think about how this has been true for you in the past. How have you
been taken care of? Write down those instances for yourself to
remember and refer to them when you have any doubts or fears about
being taken care of in your present or future life circumstances. Breathe
into your greater Christ Consciousness and practice stepping into the
higher vibration of that state.



Jeshua gives us a lifetime assignment “I need you to do my work. You are
my hands, my feet, my smile, my words of comfort to ones who cannot
see me, who maybe do not have yet the belief system that will allow them
to know that they are not alone.” For the next few days assume that you
are in the employee of Jeshua and Abba. As his ambassador you do as he
asks in comforting others who need that comfort. Ask for clarity about
what your daily assignment is and follow the guidance that you are given.
Note down your experiences – who asked for help, how did you respond,
where were you led to go, what happened unexpectedly. Discuss with
your partner. You might want to keep this job permanently.



Affirmation: “I Am That Which I Am, that which I have always been. I Am
the Christ, and I celebrate the Christ of me and the Christ of everyone I
meet.”

NOTES:
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